The article focuses on innovation and social media strategies in newspaper companies in the US and three Scandinavian countries (Sweden, Norway and Denmark). Many previous studies have focused on the state of journalism and media industry in single countries, although media have distinct features in different countries. Through the comparative setting, it is possible to examine the differences in media innovation strategies and study what factors affect innovation in media production, business models, sources of funding, and social media strategies. The qualitative part of the paper consists of semi-structured in-depth interviews (N ¼ 65) with media managers and experts, which were carried out in Scandinavia in 2016 and in the US in 2017. The quantitative market data covers the years 2006-2016; this timespan corresponds well with the accelerating digital transition in the newspaper business. According to the results, new business models are mostly new combinations of existing revenue streams, while adaptation of new technology is slow, with few exceptions.
Introduction
Overall, change is the common and constant element affecting strategic management in the media industry (K€ ung 2008; Mierzejewska 2011) . The master frame in the newspaper industry crisis debate is that the appropriate response is to be found in innovations, new business models and better ways to reach audiences (Br€ uggemann et al. 2016 ). However, continuous and aggressive innovation may be challenging for newspaper publishers who then need to break loose from old production models. Newspapers tend rather to reproduce the concepts of past successes, focusing on incremental changes, rigorous brand alignment and top down-monitored, commercially steered activities (J€ arventie-Thesleff, Moisander, and Villi 2014) . Media executives often hesitate to make bold, high-risk moves because the landscape keeps changing so fast (McDowell 2011) .
This article focuses on innovation and social media strategies in newspaper companies in the United States and three Scandinavian countries (Sweden, Norway and Denmark) . Many previous studies have focused on the state of journalism and media industry in single countries, although media have distinct features in different countries (Siles and Boczkowski 2012) . When comparing Scandinavian and US newspaper companies it is interesting to see if it is possible to pinpoint factors that affect innovation in the two contexts. According to Syvertsen et al. (2014) the United States is a leading country in media innovation as it hosts several of the largest enterprises in current global media markets, and also Scandinavian media houses do benchmarking in that market. At the same time, Scandinavian countries lead in the share of consumers ready to pay for online news (Newman et al. 2018) , which is a crucial aspect for a sustainable future of newspaper publishing.
The initial view that motivated the comparative setting was that there probably are many common traits between US and Scandinavia, but at the same time, certain differences that affect the way media businesses are managed. One obvious way in which the context is dissimilar is the historically heavy dependence on advertisements in US media. Another is the absence of state support for media in the US. The Scandinavian countries can be treated as one context, as they have similar media consumption cultures and welfare state models, small and related languages, and a high number of newspaper readers per capita. Syvertsen et al. (2014) have found four principles characteristic to the Scandinavian countries, or the "pillars of the Media Welfare State": universal services, editorial freedom, a cultural policy for the media and a tendency to choose policy solutions that are consensual and durable, based on cooperation between the main stakeholders (the state, communications industries and the public). However, between the Scandinavian countries there are also certain differences in the institutional setting, regarding, for instance, the state support for media.
In the article, our interest is in organisational processes determined by internal and external contexts, as well as economic capacities and capabilities, with a focus on the impact of disruptive media technologies. We ask the following research questions: RQ1: What are the main features of innovation in newspapers in the United States and the three Scandinavian countries-Sweden, Norway and Denmark? RQ2: How do these newspapers regard social media platforms in their strategies?
Media Management and Innovation
For both scholars and practitioners, innovation is a core construct when facing the challenges of changing social, economic and technological environments, and surviving in highly competitive markets (see K€ ung 2013) . At the same time, media scholars (e.g. Dogruel 2014) have begun exploring the usefulness of the concept of innovation and its application for media goods (see Storsul and Krumsvik 2013a) . Media innovations may be related to product innovation, process innovation, position innovation, paradigmatic innovation and social innovation, and can involve different degrees of novelty (Storsul and Krumsvik 2013a) . As a consequence, the management of innovation has been identified as one of the most critical areas of research in the field of media management and economics (Mierzejewska 2011; Hollifield and Coffey 2006, 48) and innovation within media management research has gained much attention among scholars in recent years (Holm, Ulhøi, and Uliyanova 2012; Meier 2007; Picard 2011; Uskali 2011) .
The brakes on media innovation are mostly cultural, sitting within the newsroom; they are systemic, well-rooted practices, and preferred work patterns (Ess 2014) , the ideology of journalistic practice embedded in a particular form of production (Deuze 2005) . Going from products to services, from hardware to software, and from audience to users and consumers includes changing mindsets, many times unlearning the trade and its institutional truths. There is no successful single recipe of media transformation and adaptation to the new realities (Storsul and Krumsvik 2013b; Holm, Ulhøi, and Uliyanova 2012) . Experimentation produces mixed results on what works and could work when it comes to creating commercially successful new services and products.
Innovation is a slippery concept often lumped together with another equally ambiguous notion, creativity, despite belonging to different streams of scientific research-engineering and technology management versus psychology (K€ ung 2008) . The concept of innovation is problematic, often used in a banal and perfunctory fashion with a heavy bias towards PR and marketing. Innovation is foremost about change, about newness and about ideas that will transform into revenues, cost savings or completely new areas of business. Because of the overuse of the word, some media managers prefer to substitute innovation with the more plain and down-to-earth term product development. In this paper, innovation is loosely defined as "the commercialization of something new" (Janszen 2000, 8) and linked to media management studies. We assume that the understanding of innovation in newspaper companies is the same in Scandinavia and the US.
Driving revenues from online content has become the most critical issue for newspaper publishers, especially for those coming from a print background. Online platforms are increasingly important for media content distribution and for gaining visibility and reach among audiences. Newspaper organisations face the challenge and opportunity of leveraging the entire gamut of social connections around their content on different social media platforms and other online communication services (Villi and Noguera Vivo 2017) .
The sharing of news or what can be called the "social consumption of news" is becoming an important part of news consumption (Villi 2012) . Media content is widely available online, and newspapers have to search for the means to make their content "findable." Social media platforms are an important source of audience traffic and potential new customers for media companies. They play a key role in a situation where the two-sided business model of newspaper companies, combining earnings from both readers and advertisers, is challenged by changes in advertising and media consumption habits. However, platformisation is not an uncomplicated trend of development for newspapers. When news organisations build new relations with social media companies, the latter can control the arrangement and reap most of the financial benefit (Mitchell 2015) . Lately, it has become obvious to many media companies that reliance on, for instance, Facebook is not necessarily the right path forward to a profitable future (Piechota 2017; Bell 2017 ).
Data and Method
The paper uses two different data sets: one quantitative (market data) and one qualitative (semi-structured interviews). The paper relies predominantly on the COMPARING INNOVATION AND SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGIES qualitative data, which consists of semi-structured in-depth interviews with CEOs, editors-in-chief, and other managers in leading newspaper companies, and with media professionals in newspaper associations and media academics at universities. We carried out 31 interviews in the Scandinavian countries with the following national distribution: Sweden 10 interviews, Norway 12 interviews and Denmark 9 interviews. In the United States, we completed 34 interviews, aiming for geographical variety. The interviewees were selected based on the ideal of a representative sample (company size and location) and combined with snowball sampling (Heckathorn 2011) . In all of the countries, we selected national, regional and local publications ( Table 1) .
The interviews were carried out in a face-to-face setting or through Skype connection and lasted between 60 and 90 minutes. A semi-structured model based on a uniform set of questions was used. The accumulation of the qualitative data and its thematic analysis were systematic. The responses were treated anonymously and every respondent was given a unique ID number. We indicate the position along with the quote in the following way: Chief Executive Officer/President, CEO; Editor-in-Chief, E-in-C; Corporate Manager, CM; Representative of Media Association, RMA; Media and Communication Academic, MCA; and Media Analyst, MA. Countries are marked as follows: US, United States; D, Denmark; S, Sweden; and N, Norway.
Focus on Readership Revenues
Newspaper companies in Scandinavia and the United States have in common both the rapid loss of advertising revenues and the inability to compete with Google and Facebook when it comes to digital ad revenues. Between 2011 and 2016, Nordic advertising investments (including Finland, but excluding Iceland) fell by an estimated four per cent at constant prices, from around EUR 9.2 billion to 8.8 billion. In Norway, the decline was 13 per cent, and slightly less steep in Denmark. Sweden is the only Nordic country where advertising investments have increased since 2011 (þ5%). During the same period in the US, newspaper-advertising investments dropped by almost 33 per cent at constant prices, from around EUR 25.8 billion to 14.4 billion.
US-based social media platforms such as Google, Facebook and YouTube also have a growing share of Nordic digital advertising investments. By 2016, in Sweden and Denmark, non-Nordic digital platforms already accounted for over 60 per cent of digital advertising spending.
Consequently, many new ideas around media innovation focus on gaining and retaining loyal paying customers, in a sense applying an audience-first strategy. Hand in hand with this development goes the understanding that media companies need to develop new strategies for readership engagement. Our interviewees agreed almost unanimously that consumers should be taught to pay for digital news media content. Based on our market analysis, this is, indeed a crucial issue. In the Scandinavian countries, advertising revenue in newspapers is expected to fall further (Figure 1) , and thus reader revenue is increasingly important-the focus must be on paying customers. Some newspapers, such as Dagens Nyheter, the largest morning paper in Sweden, are already preparing for a future with only minor advertisement revenues or possibly only reader revenues.
The newspapers in the Scandinavian countries are mainly home-delivered and paidfor, while US newspaper companies have been more dependent on advertising revenues. Acquiring new subscribers is a challenge for all of them. The issue is also about building a In any case, newspapers need to continue to transform and convert the audience into paying digital customers. The challenge is that newspapers might be good at retaining old customers, but not that good at acquiring new ones. A positive aspect for the newspaper companies in Scandinavian countries is that their consumers pay for online news mostly by subscription, which follows from strong print newspaper subscription culture. Research shows that in countries where most people pay for online news through ongoing subscriptions, average payments tend to be higher (Newman et al. 2017 ).
New Streams of Revenue
One area of new business experiencing rapid growth is the creation of vertical services alongside the core of newspaper publishing. In the US, Dallas Morning News and Deseret News are two media companies where progress has been fast in this area. By contrast, more "traditional" and less agile newspapers such as the San Diego Union-Tribune (owned by Tronc at the time of the interview) are making some money from events, but besides that only have revenue from traditional sources, 60 per cent from ads and 40 per cent from subscriptions.
At Gatehouse Media, a US company that has rapidly expanded, an executive explained that their strategy is not about being a company that only wants to own newspapers. Locally focused print products and digital content are important, but their ambition is to be the premier marketing and technology solutions provider for small and medium-sized businesses in those communities. These growth initiatives-business services, digital marketing services, events, commercial printing and B2B publishing- now account for a third of the group's total revenues. They comprise services such as display digital, retargeting, email marketing, social media search engine marketing, and optimisation and reputation monitoring. Dallas Morning News is a good example of a newspaper with diversified sources of income. They have bought companies focusing on merchandise licensing, marketing automation and high-end search. They have also started companies on their own, focusing on digital marketing and content marketing. These companies help them in maintaining access to the marketing budgets of local advertisers, who otherwise might be tempted to use their dollars increasingly with Facebook and Google. The essential point for them is that with the new companies they are still acting in the media business and not venturing into any unknown territory.
In addition, some of our Scandinavian respondents reported that they are broadening their offering to media technology and consulting. An interviewee noted that NTM Group, which used to have two streams of revenue, now has 42 different sources of income, including acting as a local sales agent for Google ads.
Organizing for Development
The core challenge facing legacy media in the digital transformation is organisational (K€ ung 2017). However, this part has received far less attention than the transformation of content. Few companies have a systematic and strategic approach to organisational change that would give them the opportunity to iterate in short sprints and test new ideas quickly. This "fail fast, fail often" mantra is grounded in the Silicon Valley style of innovation (Draper 2017) .
Curiosity and openness to very different concepts is one important feature of innovation; it seems like most legacy media outlets seek inspiration among their peers. This is one of the key takeaways from Deseret News where one former manager noted how he has received many visitors from other media companies who have failed to conceive what makes Deseret News different. The company did not invent anything new, but modelled on digital competitors such as Google, Facebook and Autotrader rather than traditional mass media.
Newspaper chains (e.g. Gatehouse Media, Tronc, Mittmedia, Amedia, Schibsted, Jysk Fynske Medier) focus chiefly on optimal resource utilisation and increased efficiency. From this follows a general trend towards centralisation of product and process development, diffusion of technology and processes and models. However, Porter (1996) has claimed that many brands lose their competitive edge because of a myopic obsession with operational effectiveness at the expense of true strategic thinking.
When making the transition from print to digital, the challenges of ambidexterity (J€ arventie-Thesleff, Moisander, and Villi 2014) and conflicting demands (Achtenhagen and Raviola 2009) are prevalent. Ambidextrous organisations exploit existing products to enable incremental innovation and, at the same time, are adaptive to changes in the environment, and explore new opportunities to foster more radical innovation (Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009) . Conversely, the print business requires nurturing, and on the other, new digital offerings need to be developed. The danger is in bringing a "playing it safe" attitude from print business to the digital publishing context.
COMPARING INNOVATION AND SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGIES
[In the digital business] there's no other thing to do than to explore the area and just try to use your best fantasy and accept that you have to make a lot of trial and error. That has always been difficult for the newspapers, because it is so difficult to try something in the printed world and then withdraw. Therefore, the culture is that you do not withdraw if you first started something. That is something in their hands they have to try to change. (#23/RMA/D) Ambidexterity is reflected in how in Norway editors and managers struggle to find a balanced focus between traditional and new activities, often settling more into the defender category focusing on publishing the newspaper and improving management of the core activity (Krumsvik 2014) . In Sweden, print revenues are seen as important in the process of bridging old and new business models, but there are diverging views on when print will run out of business: according to some, in three to five years, while others are more cautious.
In the US, disruption has largely reached a point where newspaper people have no doubt in their minds that they have to find new ways of doing things and they have to be open to change.
I would say for the most part, responsiveness is really good right now in the US. Some of that is by necessity. ( … ) I would say if we went back 8-10 years ago, even you would have a significant number of people in some of these news organisations that would have still been a little bit hesitant. They would have still been a little bit … do we really need to rock the boat that much? We still make good money from print and things aren't really moving that fast. We should innovate but we don't have to go crazy here. (#U27/RMA/US)
Mixed Feelings Toward Social Media Platforms
Social media platforms play a key role in extending newspapers' reach in the online realm and thereby potentially acquiring new subscribers. However, the risk in offering news content through, for example, Facebook Instant Articles, is that newspapers lose control of the digital distribution of their content and the connection with their audience, and thereby do not have access to the user and traffic data the audience provides. In the words of one Danish interviewee:
My nightmare would be that someday they, American technological companies, would own the distribution and the direct contact to the end user. Then the only thing I have would be the production of the content. (#25/E-in-C/D) This leads to the urge for Scandinavian newspaper publishers to keep and develop their own platforms, in order to avoid full dependence on an external, foreign service provider. According to our interviews in the Scandinavian countries, the outlooks concerning the major social media companies, primarily Facebook and Google, can be distinguished between collaborating with them or developing a competing data platform. Some of the companies prefer to utilize both strategies simultaneously. For example, in Norway, Aller has decided to collaborate with the social media giants, in addition to sticking to their own platform product development.
The Norwegian newspaper Dagbladet, which is owned by Aller, views Facebook more as partner than a pure competitor-it is better to collaborate than be left out. As an example of a competing approach, the largest media company in Nordic countries, Norwegian media group Schibsted has ambitious plans for building an alternative to Facebook and Google. The company is investing heavily in developing its own platform for media content and advertisements, and is trying to attract other media companies both in and outside the Nordic countries to use its services and to create an alliance that could withstand the social media giants. Schibsted considers that without tight collaboration, challenging the global players would be very difficult for the relatively small Nordic media companies.
In the US interviews, there was not much talk about building a competing platform or an effort to evade the grip of the social media companies. Rather, social media is seen mostly as a way to gain more exposure for content.
I want people to want to read the great journalism we produce and I want to make sure we produce great journalism that gets in the hand of as many people as possible. ( … ) If that means we put their stories on different platforms, if we create different kinds of experiences, if we find new ways to reach, whether it's individually or a group, readers, potential readers, that's a good thing. And then with a little bit of luck if we keep growing our audience, and we keep the engagement with that audience, then we can make money from the display ads, and we can convince people to buy subscriptions. (#U23/CM/US) One of the most interesting US cases is Deseret News in Salt Lake City, Utah. The company is divided into two parts: the traditional print operation continues with a local and regional focus on newspapers, radio and television, while the Deseret Digital Media (DDM) focuses on a national and global audience, with Facebook as the main platform. DDM has created hundreds of Facebook pages that are all about family values, representing the values of its Mormon owners and audience. The Facebook pages have names such as "I love my family," "I love my Mom," and "I love my Dad."
Conclusion
In this article, by means of a comparative study we have examined the media innovation strategies and factors that affect innovation in newspaper companies in the United States and three Scandinavian countries (Denmark, Norway and Sweden). Based on our in-depth interviews with media managers and experts we can conclude that there is a lot of interest in US newspaper companies among their Scandinavian peers, and the US is a common reference for benchmarking media innovations. Swedish MittMedia, for instance, has copied practices of Gannett, while Swedish NTM Group has used Deseret News as a role model. However, when it comes to actual innovation, our data does not show major differences between US and Scandinavian newspaper companies in their activity in developing new business models. The high number of newspaper readers per capita and the tradition of media welfare state (Syvertsen et al. 2014 ) have helped Scandinavian newspapers, but this alone is not enough when coping with the digital transition. At the same time, US newspapers do not share the similar agile and dynamic culture as US companies acting in Silicon Valley (see also K€ ung 2017). In terms of the comparative COMPARING INNOVATION AND SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGIES setting, the different background contexts in Scandinavia and the US do not seem to greatly influence the innovation strategies in newspaper companies.
Our study demonstrates that, in general, newspaper companies in the examined countries have not been very innovative when it comes to media production, business models, sources of funding, new models for content distribution, nor have they generally been active in creating their own platforms. Most of the innovation and social media strategies are focused on revenue creation, directly or indirectly. Yet, in both Nordic and US newspapers, new business models are mostly new combinations of existing revenue streams. These findings need to be mirrored against some recent developments in Norway and Sweden, where Schibsted and Amedia have in fact managed to attract a substantial addition of digital subscribers (Barrett 2017) . Of the newspaper companies included in our study, New York Times, Washington Post, Deseret News, Amedia and Schibsted with their successful business model initiatives should be considered special cases that do not reflect the average newspaper.
Overall, the income stream from digital services and digital advertising has not compensated for reduced cash flow in print business. In addition, in both US and Scandinavia, newspapers are facing increasingly harder times when competing with such players as Netflix and Facebook for consumers' money, time and attention. In regards to social media platforms, newspaper companies are forced to act in a contradictory situation. They consider themselves good at keeping a direct relationship with their audience and advertisers, and are not eager to let third parties come between them. At the same time, it is difficult for newspaper companies to avoid at least some degree of reliance on corporate social media platforms. Their visibility and the distribution of their content in social media is at odds with their wish to be independent and free from the grip of social media giants. A considerable ambivalence towards especially Facebook as a partner characterises their strategic decisions when it comes to social media.
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